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COMMENT
ON THE
WEEKS NEWS
By Arthur Dear, Jr.

Florida's
Oldest College

Newspaper

ttollinsiik Sandspur
(Weekly Student Newspaper)

AAA Gets thc Axe.
Cheap Whiskies.
Expensive Tariffs.
Political Message.
Soap-Box Rostrum.

WINTER PARK, FLORIDA, WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 8, 1936

Boom Brings Out the Borahs

; At first it was the NRA, now it
is the AAA that the Supreme
I Court has declared unconstitution; al. Obviously the heart of the
New Deal has been hit with this
\ sweeping decision from which only
three Justices desented—not even
^ a five-four vote.
*
The processing taxes deEminent Entomologist t o
' dared illegal by this decision,
Give Special Courses
^: put the government in an emDuring Winter Term
•'^ barrassing position. Secretary
Morganthau has had sufficient
Dr. Herbert Osborn, the eminent
t; difficulty already in financing
entomologist, wiU join the staff of
S the PWA and WPA and CWA
experts who will give special
, and FERA and so on, without
ses during the winter term It's a rare social event that can entice from their tireside the homet, an additional $500,000,000 dolloving Borahs, but from now on the senator and his wife will ba
opening at Rollins College on Jan
Dj, lars of uncollectable income
Increasingly in the public ^ e , if political straws In the wind mean
uary 7, it is announced.
anything. The Idaho "lone wolf," whose expressed alnj ia a "libII which this case throws onto
Dr. Osborn, who will give cour- eral platform and a liberal candidate," or, failing that, the G. O. P.
iJ the government.
s in entomology, is professoi candidacy, is up in front among the pack of Republican possibilities.
:l Also, the political West is undeleritus of Ohio State University
j] niably mercenary minded and this lere he retired in 1933 after 35
t deterence in the paying of the years of service to that instituf; AAA bonuses to farmers may have'
He began his distinguished
;^ serious repurcussions in the 1936 career as a scientist in 1879 when
electorate plurality. Furthermore he joined the staff of Iowa State
1 the question of a constitutional College rising in rank to the poI amendment is now more ol
sition of professor of zoology and
'< tainty than ever and the Kerr- entomology.
'^ Smith tobacco act, the Bankhead
•* cotton control act, the excise taxes In addition to his teaching ac- President Keppel Singles Out Pamphlet May Be Obtained
'<.on wheat, rice, corn, hogs, sugar, tivities, Dr. Osborn has served as
Rollins' Individuality
Bv Students at Office
director of Lake Laboratory from
^ etc., are indicated as illegal.
1898 to 1918, director of the Ohio
"t
Justice S t o n e , however,
Rollins College is singled out as
Biological
Survey
since
1912,
specThe new Rollins Directory for
H reading a dissenting opinion
ial agent in the division of ento- one of the most progressive col- 1935-36 has just appeared in an
\ gave out the most fundamenmology of the U. S. Department leges in America by President attractive and practical black and
'i tally important news of the
of Agriculture from 1885 to 1894,
gold cover with the new seal of the
whole case. He did not chalconsulting entomologist of the Frederick P. Keppel of the Car- college and the name of this pubfll lenge the decision of the case
Maine Experimental Station since negie Corporation of New York in lication on the outside cover.
^1 nor the facts submitted as
annual report for the year
1913,
consulting entomologist of
This booklet of general infor'i' evidence, but he que^ioned
the tropical Plant Research Foun- ending September 30, 1935.
mation is issued by the adminisic- the power of the Supreme
dation, and collaborator of the U.
In discussing "The American tration of Rollins College in co: Court to review the decisions
S. Bureau of Entomology since College," President Keppel writes: operation with the Publications
;( of the legislative and execu19.30. He has been a member or
ii! tive branches of the governDuring the past decade, a num- Union. In it is included no inan officer of numerous scientific
1 ment.
ber of colleges have boldly started formation which appears in the
organizations, an editor of several
t
to be different from the pre- College Catalogue, the "R" Book,
f For one hundred and fifty year scientific journals, and he is the
booklets on Physical Education, or
and more the balance of powers author of many
authoritative vailing type, rather than to con- the Freshman "Don't Book".
1
to it, a good thing in itself:
between the Executive, Legislative books on entomology and zoology.
A complete directory of stuRollins,
Bennington,
•nd the Judicial branches of our
Other experts who will give Antioch,
1, will serve as examples. An dents, faculty and staff with the
'jgovernment have made the United special courses during the Winter
college
addresses of all, and also
more
important
phenomena,
'tetates of America unique in the term, it is announced, are John
iver, is the gradual change in the home addresses of the stu'>forld and have developed, with the Martin, conference leader and
^Icurse of rugged over-individual- consultant in international rela- the objectives of what may be dents, appears first ii^^this booklet.
ism, the most powerful nation of tions, and Dr. Thoma.s Chalmers, called the more 'conservative' col- This is followed by a.' telephone
directory of all Rollins Numbers, a
the world.
professor of history at Boston eges. For as long as the writer
list of resident heads, a list of the
'^'
The cause of this has been
University, both of whom will give an remember, there have been invarious faculty committees, the
h that the Supreme Court with
cour'ses of public lectures in con- tances of greater concentration
personnel of the student council,
'^ its maturer and more consernection with the new program of f effort upon the individual stuand the various division officers.
''' vative judges has held in
Adult Education; Dr. Joshiah E. ent and his needs, as contrasted
Members of the Iliter fra ternity
" check the more hot-headed
Spurr, the eminent geologist, who t'ith a protection of the sanctity
and the Pan-Hellenic Council are
H and politically-inspired acts
will give courses in geology; Jes- of the curriculum, but it is only
named and there is a complete cal^\ of the legislature. Even by a
sie B. Rittenhouse Scollard, conin the past year or so that endar of important college events
Justice of the Supreme Bench
ference leader and consultant in
can be said to be general for the remainder of the year.
'* itself the jurisdiction of this
the art of poetry writing; Dr.
er than exceptional."
Next comes regulations pertain"^ tribunal over the acts of the
Charles W. Stiles, professor of
ing to the use of the college buildw legislative
and
executive
zoology, former medical director
ings, the Annie Russell Theatre,
f! branches of the land should
of the U. S. Public Health Service,
Student pacifists who seek lowthe library, the Commons, the
1^ not be questioned. This is a
who will give courses in public
ed military expenses should
Knowles Memorial Chapel with iniP fundamental of the country
health zoology; and Dr. James M.
even more fortified to learn that
formation as to the organization
S" which we should defend.
Glass, professor of secondary eduthe opinion of many experts no
of the latter, the use of the "Pelication, who will conduct classes in
Kk,
ition nor any combination of nacan" and of automobiles.
]|gj One very obvious effect of inter- ducation.
)ns could ever effectively invade
Student-Faculty committees, the
In addition to these specialists, this country—with one exception.
[national agreements on private
. [Citizens came with the new year. the Winter Term will mark the re- That exception is a union of Eng- Infirmary, and the Publications
of Dr. Richard Burton, pro- land and Japan against America. Union are discussed in detail.
Under the Canadian trade treaty
One page is devoted to debating
"import duties on Canadian liquors fessor of English, and Baron Paul And that, of course, is about as
Is vere halved. This has made a d'Estournelles de Constant, pro- likely as a brotherly game of chess and information concerning admis(Continued on page 2, col. 2)
jllj difference of approximately 50c a
between Josef Stnlin and Morgan. sion to the Upper Division and the
Alumni Association complete the
quart in the retail price. Every
comprehensive directory.
liquor salesman in the country un,derstands the cau.se of this drop
Copies may be obtained at the
^'in the prices of foreign whiskies.
Dean's office.
* But what is probably not so well
"''realized is that all the other tarBuffalo, N. Y.—If each person
*^iffs which the United States has
in the U. S. was limited to a
By a Staff Member
'^ huilt up are costing the citizens
$5,000 income a year and the exRecent nationwide controversy arousing from the publication of cess redistributed, the average in.actual cash out of their pockets
*as well. We know that imported Sinclair Lewis' latest book, "It Can't Happen Here", has prompted come would be increased by just
"'whisky was expensive, also that it the Rollins Sandspur to conduct a column of faculty opinion on the $100, according to Dr. Ralph C.
• .was better than domestic. But we lbject.
Epstein, dean of the University of
"'did not so fully realize that the
The topic of Le^vis' hook is fasc- "
Buffalo School of Business. BeIJ tariff was the reason. Every oth- m in the United States. It is as one of Lewi ' four best, and yond that, there is not enough to
' er commodity we can imagine is ised largely on events that have thinks that it contains a very go around, said Dr. Epstein.
'''subject to these same laws of ec- taken place in Nazi Germany in plausible idea, "Anything
''onomics. Lower tariffs would save the last two years under the Hit- happen in Ame •ica, and no
Hthe man in the street a lot of hard ler regime. Opinion of political can foretell what the future will |
Weeks Movie
Calender
'learned monev.
ind governmental leaders in this be.
The book is not mere propa-'
iation has been divided on the ganda, as many of the critics are
A Using the rostru
e House ubject. The faculty statements saying, and because it is excellent
,|of Representatives
political >n the questions follow:
as a work of fiction, the probabilct soap box and the
Professor
Willard
Wattles, ity of its truth does not make
H Congress assembled to hear the member of the English department much difference..
Hosera and Gcoi
^ j President's message to draw a of the college, believes that in
Professor France of the EcoBea<-liam, Orla
'^ crowd. President Roosevelt—at the
of the events of the last ten nomics department thinks that the and TharNday. '
^ unprecedented hour of nine in the years in the United State; there ] book is carelessly but vigorously
^ evening when people could be at
written,
yet
stimulating
to
thought.
two to one chance that the
•tneldfce; Saturday, Sunday,
^, liome around their radios—deliver- country will be under a Fascist It seems to him very improbable
^ last Friday not an executive's egime before long. At least, he that the things which Sinclair
report but a denunciation of people said, in effect, recent events cer- Lewis speaks of as occurring in a
who greedily seek power and weallittle Vermont town within the
inly point towards that.
Kdny. "Littlest Rebel"
th. He did show that they foDr. John Martin, lecturer on In- next few years would or could oc- j
•ley Temple and John
ment wars. Then he went on to ternational Relations, gave an em- cur there. Nevertheless Profes-1
^ criticize foreign nations.
phatic "no" for his answer. sor France feels there is a danger!
President Roosevelt's policy has Lewis' book is unconvincing, and of Fascism in America and that
been to upset Congress with many he glides over the details leaving the book serves a useful purpose |
J short special messages rather than
1 weak. It couldn't possibly in making people see the vividly'
J to outline his program all at once. happen here. It could only be done the hollowness and stupidity and I
(
Ij If he wished to limit his message by big business interests in the cruelty of Fascism in action.
J >n this instance to one or two name of liberty. The workingmen,
Alice Faye and Ray
President Hamilton Holt, when i
3 points, that is one thing. How- portrayed as the leaders in "It asked about the book and the posi xi'^'"' ^^^^ ^^ "®^^ *^^ tactics of a Can't Happen Here," would be sibility of fascism in this country,
5 Mussolini by appealing to class crushed at the first outbreak."
plT ConrtneldKe.
said that "anything can happen.
Handled Guns"
5 hatred and by making a political
B and Charlotte
•. Richard Burton, of the Eng- politically or socially here if peo-1
n speech of the President's Message, lish department, ranks this book
(Continued on page 2, col. 7) I
f then that is quite another.

ROLLINS STAFF

GAiEGIE REPORT COLLEGE PRINTS
UUOS PROGRESS

Sandspur'' Reporters Gather Faculty
Opinion on ''It Can't Happen Here"

(Complete Campus Coverage)

NUMBER IZ

ROLLINS TO SPONSOR ADULT
EDUCA TION PROGRAM AS PART
OF WINTER TERM CURRICULUM

LECTURES TO BE
HELD ON HISIOeY

Returns to Rollins

15
English, French, Art, and
Music Among Courses

Thomas Chalmers of Boston
U. to Speak on Program
A series of nine public lectures
on "Tragedies in Diplomatic History" will be given under the auspices of Rollins College during
the Winter Term by Dr. Thomas
Chalmers, professor of history at
Boston University, it is announced.
The lectures will be given on
Mondays at 11 a. m. in the Annie
Russell Theatre, the course beginning on Monday, January 13. Admission is free but a collection will
be taken at each lecture to help
in defraying expenses.
The course of lectures is announced as a feature of the new
program of adult education which
will be inaugurated by Rollins this
year. Dr. Chalmers will give a
similar course of lectures on the
same subject at Melbourne, Fla.,
on Fridays at 4 p. m. during the
winter term, and a separate course
of lectures on "The European
Background of American History"
at Melbourne Beach, Fla., on
Thursday evenings at 8 o'clock.
Both of these extension courses of
lectures are being offered in connection with the program of adult
education.
Dr. Chalmers, who was exchange
professor at Rollins during the
winter term three years ago, is
one of the country's foremost historians and lecturers, A native
of Michigan he was graduated
from Harvard in 1891 and studied
at the Universities of Marburg,
Germany, and St. Andrew's, Scotland. Dartmouth conferred the
degree of D.D. in 1908.
He was ordained in the Congregational ministry in 1894 and
served pastorates in Port Huron,
Mich., and Manchester, N. H., until 1910. He left the ministry for
a few years to become principal
and proprietor of the Allen Chalmers School at Newton, Mass., and
in 1920 he was called to Boston
University as professor of history.
Dr. Chalmers was active in
state politics in New Hampshire
for a time. He served as president of the Republican state convention in New Hampshire in
1912 and was elected member of
the New Hampshire Senate the
same year. From 1908 to 1916 he
was president of the Pembroke,
N. H., Sanatorium.
(Continued on page 2, col. 4)

ISERIES TO UST

<f R/Cf/ARD QCfRTON -^

Dr. Richard Burton
Returns to Rollins
For Winter Course
Dr. Richard Burton, a member
of the English department of the
college returned to Winter Park
on January 1, 1936, to resume his
teaching duties. He has been a
member of the faculty for the past
two years, coming to Rollins after
having taught at the University of
Minnesota.
During the fall term Dr. Burton
was engaged by Warner Brothers, Inc., in the production of the
current
Shakespearian
motion
picture "A Midsummer Night's
Dream." Before the production
was released, Dr. Burton lectured
in Philadelphia, New York City,
Baltimore,
Washington,
Pittsburgh, Cleveland, Detroit, Dallas,
Hartford, Stamford, Boston, Chicago and Milwaukee.
i'n addition to his regular scheduled classes Dr. Burton will offer
a series of lectures in connection
with Rollins' adult education program. The lectures will be a part
of the course entitled "Excursions
in English and Anierican Literature." His speeches will be given
on English and American Drama
and will be held on February 25,
March 3 and March 10.
Repeatedly, between the ages of
17 and 24, Napoleon tried to batter down the gates of literary
fame, only to retire in confusion.
His essays were judged as being
'too uneven, too disconnected, and
too poorly written to deserve attention.—Polytechnic Reporter.

Rollins College will inaugurate
a program of adult education with
the opening of the Winter Term,
January 7, Dean Winslow S. Anderson has announced.
The program will include public lectures by experts in a variety of fields, appreciation courses
in art and music, and class room
and studio work. For some of the
courses, registration and regular
attendance will be required.
A considerable portion of the
work which will become a part of
the program in adult education
has been, and is being offered by
the college regularly. This comprises such features as the public lecture course on international
relations by John Martin which
will be included in the program on
adult education; the co»*Ke in music appreciation, now in its ibwrth
year, as a popular feature offerett^
by the Conservatory of Music; and
the course in art appreciation
which has been given annually
during the past few years by the
staff of the Department of Art.
These regular features, which
will form the nucleus of the program in adult education, will be
augmented and supplemented by
several courses of public lectures,
notably by Dr. Thomas Chalmers,
visiting professor of history from
Boston University, and members
of the English Department; and
class-room, laboratory, and studio
courses in modern languages, art,
music, books, science and other
subjects.
The decision to establish the
program in adult education has
been made in response to a demand which has been growing
year after year, Dean Anderson
pointed out. Although the lecture
and
the
appreciation
•X art and music have obusly satisfied the cultural needs
(Continued on page 2, col. 6)

ARTIST SERIES TO
STIIRTIDNESOAY
Hedgerow Players to Present
Two Performances
The Hedgerow Theatre will pre-

sent its most popular play when
Critic Finds December Flamingo Not
it brings Eugene O'Neill's modern
"The Emperor Jones" to
Up to the Standard of Earlier Issueclassic
Rollins College on January 15 as

By James Holden
From masthead to last page, the December Flamingo was thoroughly interesting. It contained no contributions of outstanding importance, yet all are well-written and the complete bill-of-fare is one
calculated to appeal to the average reader.
"Race or Class" by Roger Shaw^};Mia Rutz's "Ein Bergfraulein im
is a thoughtful, if somewhat dry,
analysis of Nazi-ism as opposed Kloster" is chiefly of interest beto Communism. It is not marked cause of the light it throws on a
by the verve and sparkle to be little-understood feature of educafound in some of Mr. Shaw's arti- tion.
"Arise Barak" is one of John
cles in "The Review of Reviews"
but is a capable and thorough BiHs's best pieces of work. We
thought
so when it appeared first
treatment of two extremes in government. A wealth of material has two years ago and we have had
been compressed into a small no reason to change our opinion
since. The treatment is realistic
space.
and vivid. Enoch, the big "buck
"The Bishop Winked" by Lela nigger" will figure in many a RolNeill, is well-written and mildly lins nightmare.
amusing. The character of the
"Cellini and the Sixteenth CenBishop is ably drawn, chiefly by tury" by Gulielma Daves, is thorinnuendo. The situation is ludi- oughly well done. It discloses
crous in itself and could have, we plainly a great amount of refeel, been developed more skillful- search by its author, and is scholly. The story makes us smile to arly and complete.
ourselves. We should have laughSterling Olmsted's contribution,
ed out loud.
"i Was a Queer Kid," is sympa"Christmas in the Philippines" thetic in tune and is a fine charis a sketch of great interest, and acter study. The article on "Lily
more of this sort of thing should Turner" is interesting and is writbe included in the Flamingo—a ten with sureness and feeling.
thoroughly informative article.
Socrates Chakales places himSketch" by Baron Dominick self alongside Gulliver and Munuser, will doubtless be read chausen as a spinner of tall storwith great interest by the large ies. His "Tall Tales from the Tall
female following of its author. De- Hills" is evidence enough. We canservedly read, for it is entertain- not forbear to suggest Mr. Chakand its style is light. Good ales' name for membership in the
entertainment for everybody.
(Continued on page 2, col. 3)

the opening performance in Miss
Annie Russell's professional artists series. The play will be presented in the Annie Russell Theatre at 8:15 p. m.
A special matinee of Moliere's
"The Physician in Spite of Himself" is announced for 2:30 the
same day.
Active in the Pennsylvania company's lists since the first year,
"The Emperor Jones" has been
presented more than 125 times
since 1923, a great many performances in such a large repertory of
113 plays.
Jasper Deeter who staged "The
Emperor Jones" at the Provincetown in New York, directed the
Hedgerow's production, and he
also will appear as Smithers, the
role he created in the original presentation. David Terry Martin, a
white man and director of the Oklahoma playhouse at Stillwater,
will appear in the titular role of
Brutus Jones, the Pullman porter
who rises to eminence as ruler of
a Carribean island.
"The Emperor Jones" was the
first play to achieve success for
O'Neill, who is now America's
premier playwright. Many critics
consider it today as one of the
most inspired pieces of writing
that O'Neill has given to the theatre. "Emperor Jones" has been
produced from Russia to Australia
in over ten different languages,
Continued on page 2, col. 5)

THE

Jasper Deeter Is Able
Eminent Acto r - Directo r
Jasper Deeter, founder and director of the Hedgerow Theatre,
the group which is coming to Rollins College on January 15 to open Miss Annie Russell's professional artists series with productions of "The Emperor Jones" and
"The Physician in Spite of Himself," is one of the most interesting and unique personalities in
contemporary theatre history. He
is one of America's most experienced actor-directors, a discoverer of innumerable performers, a
rare teacher, and with it all the
greatest, practical idealist in the
modern theatre scene.
Deeter is a native Pennsylvanian, and was originally a newspaperman both in the East and
Chicago. He has done everything
in theatre from playing a piano
in the pit to call-boying. He
started his serious work in theatre
with the original Provincetown
Theatre in New York, where he
worked with O'Neill,
Glaspell,
Robert Edmond Jones, "Jig" Cook,
and many othere. There he rose to
eminence as a director, producing
"Inheritors", finding Ann Harding
through it, later playing in "The
Emperor Jones", and returned
there to direct "In Abraham's Bosom," which won the Pulitzer. He
has produced over 125 plays, and
acted for some of the leading
theatre managers of the country,
notably Bill Brady and Al Woods.
He is known as one of the finest
character actors in the business.

the guiding example of other p
eers in the United States, chiefly
Eva LeGalliene, Elmer Rico's plan
and others.
As a director, Deeter believes ir
letting his casts function as freely as possible. He Js vital and inspiring to his companies. About
six feet tall, not unlike Lincoln,
with his loose-boned frame, he
speaks simply and with directness,
His black piercing eyes take in
every detail. The devotion he can
inspire among his company has
been in a large part the reason
for Hedgerow's fame. A tireless
worker, he often rehearses his
casts for ten hours at a stretch, and
then takes on another one for an
equally long period. Deeter has
given his knowledge and skill to
over 600 performers, among them
such names as Ann Harding, John
Beal, Alexander Kirkland, who al
ways credit him with their sue
cess. Playwrights are desirous of
having their works produced
der his guidance, and Lynn Riggs,
Paul Green, Alvin Kerr, Eugene
O'Neill, Glaspell, the Spowacks
and many other playwrights acknowledge their debt of gratitude
for his sensitive initial interpretations of their plays.
Deeter is seemingly inexhaustable; he and the Hedgerow produce an active list of over 35 plays
year, a different show each night,
ith over 300 performances a
year. The Philadelphia Record said
of him editorially, "What the
Deeter is best known for his be- theatre needs is more men with
Jasper
Deeter's initiative
and
lief and practice of the repertory
scheme, which gives actors their courage."
chance to be creative artists. In
1923 when he deserted New York
for the Hedgerow, many thought
him harmlessly mad. Today these
same folks stop and take cognizance of his masterful work. His
ideal of repertory has been more
(Continued from page 1, col. 2)
than realized, and his theatre,
where actors could function to fessor of French civilization, both
their fullest capacity has been of whom have been on leave of abe during the Fall term. Dr.
Burton, who is the foremost drama
c in the country, and distinSee
guished as an author, poet, critic,
lecturer, and educator, has been
lecturing during the Fall for
for
Warner Brothers in connection
with the motion picture production

Dr. Herbert Osborn,
Entomologist, Will
Teach Winter Term

STEVE

EXPERT BODY WORK

S T !^] V E N S'
G A it A G E
Phone 9173 ^ 121 Lyman Ave.

Welcome Students

Grover Morgan
The Students' Jeweler
at the

COLONIAL STORE
Phone 402

Opens Artist Series

ROT.LINS
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SANDSPUR

Scholarship
Applicants
Urged to File this Week

Al Rejects Bid
Pioneer America Theme of
to White House

Sandoz* Unique Biography

The office of the Dean ot the
College has announced that all
students wishing to apply tor
scholarships to study in toreign
countries must fill out application blanks some time during
the present week.
The complete announcement
ot the scholarships was printed
in an issue of the Rollins Sandspur last term. Scholarships
are being offered by organizations in this country and abroad
tor study in several European
nations.
No applications will be considered after the end of this

Jasper Deeter, director of the
Hedgerow Theatre, who will open
the Professional Artist Series
the Annie RusseU Theatre next
Wednesday with a matinee production of Moliere's "The Physician in
Spite of Himself." In the evening
Eugene O'Neill's "Emperor Jones"
will be presented by the players
who are making their first appearance in this vicinity.

Critic Finds Last
Flamingo Plausible
For Average Reader
(Continued from page 1, col. 6)
famous "Liars' Club" which connes annually.
Of the poetry we liked especially "Hill Farmer" by Olcott Deming. It seems to be of the earth
and a part of time itself.
'Song" by Frances Perpente is
by no means the best poetry of
its author. It is still good, however, and fraught with feeling.
"Rebirth" by Don Bradley, left
us wondering. We liked it, but see
no reason why we should. It is
pretentious, dignified, but to this
reader signified very little.
Richard Lee began his poem
Jlues in Red" with the line "I
11 waiting for a lady in red". He
captured our interest at the start,
are surprised at Lee's pessin, but we enjoyed his verses.
II in all, the December Flamingo did not measure up to the
tandard set by its predecessor.
We enjoyed it, though, and believe
it found a hearty welcome on the
campus.

Dr. Chalmers Will
Give Nine Lectures
During Winter Term
(Continued from page 1, col. 5)
The following topics are announced for his series of lectures
on "Tragedies in Diplomatic History" to be given Mondays at 11
a. m. in the Annie Russell Theatre:
January 13—Empress Eugenie's
part in the blunder which brought
on the Franco-Prussian War. Bismark's crafty seizure of it; The
catastrophe which followed. The
fore-doom of 1914.
January 20—The famous neartragedy in 1898 between France
and Britain. Edward VII and
Delcasso. Birth of the Entente
Cordiale. The World War's nearbreak in 1916. The part played
by Theodore Roosevelt.
January 27—Pre-war
Russia
and the seething Balkans. "Willy"
Hohenzollern. "Nicky" Romanov.
Austria. Seizure of Boznia and
Herzegovina.
February 3—the sad blunders of
July, 1914.
February 10—The doom of the
czar's family. The Cazarina. Rasputin. Death at midnight.
February 17—America at Versailles. The Wilson-Lodge conflict:
its fateful consequences for each
and for the world.
March 2—The failure of Comunism. The resistless sweep of
the dictators: Mussolini, Hitler.
The technique of the blood purge
d concentration camp.
March 9—The tragedy of Little
Dolfuss. Its backwash.
March 16—An old man and a
king die a^ y Marseilles.
What
price will the tragedy cost the
world? Peering into the future.

Series of Lectures
For Adults Started
With This New Term

Is Al Smith drawing tarthei
away Irom his old friend, President Roosevelt? The question
arose when Al declined a Roosevelt Invitation to be a White
House guest Jan. 25 when he
speaks In Washington before the
American Liberty League. Al
WtU stay with friends at a hotel
fwo blocks from the Wlilts
House.

Hedgerow Players
Will Open Artist
Series for Season
(Continued from page 1, col. 7)

and it has been presented in four
art forms—drama, opera, cinema
and radio. It is the only play evei
to be produced in so many different mediums.
Jasper Deeter has played "The
Emperor Jones" for over fifteen
years. With "Jig" Cook at the
Provincetown Theatre he staged
its first showing, when it created
an artistic furore down on McDougal Street. And Deeter played
in the show over 300 times in its
New York run and American tour,
When the Hedgerow started, Charles Gilpin, the first man to play
the difficult central role, came
over with Deeter. It has consistently been the best drawing card
. the Rose Valley playbill.
Against the incessant beat of
pursuing tom-toms, through the
verdent jungle background, the
play builds to a psychological
height rarely equalled in theatre.
In "Jones", O'Neill first explored
the psychological depths of a
n's mind. It is almost classic
its masterful treatment of the
of "A Midsummer Night's Dream."
fates, and it has often been comProfessor d'Estournelles has been
pared to the best Greek tragedies
''ranee engaged in special litin its method.
Its second act,
y activities.
composed of the jungle scenes, is
one of the most exciting on the
modern stage. The psychological
Another
weekly
newspaper deterioration of man, through
sprang into the local field recent- fear, gives "Jones"
ly with the first issue of the Win- touch.
Expert Repairing of All
ter Park Topics for the 1936 seaMakes Cars
, which came off the press last
226 Church St.
Saturday.
Sally, are members of the underThe editor and publisher of this graduate body at Rollins College,
Maxeda Hess, '35, is the assosheet is Mr. Charles F. Hammond
whose daughters, Marcelle and ciate editor.
Do You Need Money?
To Buy or Sell Any Used Car
See

Mr. C. Hammond and
Miss Hess Publish
Winter Park Topics

Andy's Garage

Florida
Resort
Fashions

Strongest
Guarantee
Of Ice Cream
Purity

Roy Shaw

The sort of clothes for
Florida's fine days—clothes
that are comfortable, casual and colorful — handsomely made. Second Floor.

Yowell-Drew's

INSURE IN SURE
INSURANCE

Winter Park
Insurance Agency

ORLANDO

GARY'S

Fresh Salted Nuts of All Kinds
Potter's freshly made chocolates, bon bons, and home made
candies. Orders taken for par-

Louise's Nut & Candy Shop
105 New England Ave.
105 New England Ave. Phone 79

Expert Greasing 75c

ORLANDO STEAM LAUNDRY
French Dry Cleaners
"Established Half Century"
Winter Park Office
348 E. Parle Ave.

Ask for Coupons for the
Shirley Temple Doll

Carmelcrisp Shop

Davis Office Supply

Near the Post Office

19 E. Pine St. Orlando
Phone 4822

Bennett Electric
Shop
THE

Standard Oil Products
THE
STUDENTS STORE

Rollins' New
Dormitories

Instrument Strings
242 E. Park Ave.

A Welcome Back to Old Students and a Cordial
Welcome to New Students

THE MUSIC SHOPPE, INC.
22 East Church St.

Orland<

Musical Instruments and Accessories
Also Teachers' Supplies

We Sell Stamps and Mail Your Letters
Best Hamburgers and Sandwiches
You will find anywhere

LANDERS DRUG STORE
The Smile Factory

FLORIDA
PHONE 101

Phone 79

courses outside this community.
Details are being worked out for
extension courses in Melbourne
and Melbourne Beach.
Among the faculty who will give
courses in the program of adult
education are:
John Martin, conference leader
and consultant on international relations; Dr. Thomas Chalmers,
professor of history at Boston
University, and visiting lecturer
at Rollins College; Virginia Robie,
assistant professor of art; Hugh
McKean, instructor in art; Marjorie D. Holmes, instructor in
sculpture; Dr. Phyllis M. Hutchings, instructor in astronomy; Dr.
Edwin Osgood Grover, professor
of books; Jeanne Manteau Bowman, a s s i s t a n t professor of
French; Harve Clemens, director
of the Conservatory of Music, and
other members of the Conservatory staff; Dr. Richard Burton,
professor of English; Dr. Bertha
Wright, visiting professor of English; Jessie B. Rittenhouse Scollard, conference leader and consultant in the art of poetry writing; and Dr. Fred Lewis Pattee,
professor of American literature.

Old Prayer Book Is
Donated to Rollins
History Department
Mrs. W. P. Chase (Carolina
Harold Chase) of New York City,
his given to the Department of
History at Rollins College, a
prayer book, Oxford Edition, 1848,
which was once the possession of
the Princess Catherine Murat,
wife of Prince Achille Murat, pioneer Florida settler and nephew
of Napoleon. The prayer book is
given to the college in memory of
Mrs. Chase's father. Rev. James
A. Harrold, priest and missionary
of the Diocese of Florida.
The princess Catharine Murat
bought the prayer book during
one of her several trips to Paris
and presented it to Dr. Harrold,
her rector and friend. The book is
interesting in that there are special prayers for Queen Victoria and
the Prince of Wales (Edward VII)
as required by the Church of England.
Fishes which live in the depths
have to be careful not to "fall upward". If they rise above a certain deadly line, decreasing pressure causes an expansion of gases
in their swim-bladders, thus reducing their specific gravity, and
up they fall until they explode.
Polytechnic Reporter.

crippled him for life, his foot being saved by the later famous Walter Reed. A strange friendship
sprang up between these two
which Old Jules almost destroyed
for in Jules "as in every man,
there lurks something ready to
destroy the finest in him in spite
of himself." Jules had four wives
—one he drove crazy, two ran
away, the fourth had the courage
to live with this man and bear
him six children. She only tried
to kill herself once and learned to
defend herself after a fashion
when he beat her. He fought the
cattlemen for settlers rights, he
fought the law, he fought his
enemies, and he fought his friends.
The reader feels the terror and
admiration which his daughter
feels as she writes of him.
The book is remarkably vivid
and vital. One feels as an eye
witness to these events. Aside
from its value as a biography of
a rare character, and its fine portrayal of the slow achievement of
free men building in the most unpromising places a civilization that
endures, it is an enthralling experience for the reader from the
beginning until the end.
The book was recently awarded
the Atlantic Monthly prize for
non-fiction.

Faculty and Staff
Give Ideas on "It
Can't Happen Here"
(Continued from page 1, col. 3)
pie can make up their minds to
it. People are sharply limited by
their physical environment, not by
their social environment. Therefore, I should say that any form
of social change in the United
States would be entirely possible,
but not probable."

Organ Vespers Will
Be Resumed Friday
Organ vespers will be resumed
on Friday, January 10, in thc
Knowles Memorial Chapel. IICTman Siewert, organist, has announced the following program:
1. Fantasy on "Tony-Botel"....T. T.
Noble. (Welsh tune)
2. Carrilon—Leo Sowerby.
3. a. Sundown—Lemare.
b. Orientale—Cui.
4. Violin Solo.
5. 'Overture, "Sakuntala" — Goldmark.

FLOWERS FOR ALL OCCASIONS
Corsage Specialties for Dances
CALL

Caruthers' Violet Dell Florist
SAN JUAN HOTEL BLDG., ORLANDO
Free Delivery Service to Rollins
Phone 4434

Corner E. Park and Fairbanks

Whitman & Nunnally's Candies
WINTER PARK,

Rollins Press Store, Inc.
310 E. Park Ave.

The Old Ones Know—The New Ones Soon Will

Builder of

lypewriter Headquarters
Sales and Service

New Portables, S39.50 to S62.50
All Makes Used Typewriters

Baggett's Service
General
Contractor
and
Builder

Phone
418

at the

H.C.CONE

By Louise MacPherson
O L D J U L E S — B Y M A R I E S A N D O Z , L I T T L E , B R O W N CO.
Several weeks ago in this column I reviewed "Brothers Three" a
book of Indian territory and pioneer days. Here is a book whose
theme—also a picture of pioneer days—is essentially American. This
time the scene is in Nebraska. The author says "Old Jules" is the
biography of my father, Jules Ami Sandoz. I have also tried in a
larger sense to make it the biography of a community, the upper
Nebraska country in western Nebraska," and she has made it, just
this.
- - # Old Jules was a Swiss by birth,
~
,
I. -r
i
a medical student, who after
quarrel with his father came to
seek his fortune in America. The
region in which he chose to settle
was violent and fierce and cruel,
well suited to this "part madman—
{Continued from page 1, col. 7)
part genius" — who shared its
of a large proportion of the pub- qualities. He fought the land and
lic, these features have not ade- the land fought him, and by the
quately filled the demands of an- sheer domination of his will and
other group of adults seeking a energy he emerged the conqueror.
regular program of
academic It was his ambition to master the
territory, to gather a settlement
study.
In addition to the work which around him and start a civilization.
will be centered in Winter Park, He had a lot to combat. When he
it is announced, the College is al- dug his first well, playful jokers
ixty feet and
so arranging to give extension | dropped him d'

Cut Prices for Cash
FOR SUDDEN SERVICE

Complete Checkup on Your Car
Washing, Polishing and Greasing

BLEDSOE'S
WELCOMES THE RETURNING
STUDENTS
See about your car storage, greasing,
gas, oil, in fact everything to do with
the car.
Trunks
Phone 200

STORAGE FOR YOUR CAR

THE COLLEGE GARAGE

COLLEGE PHOTO SERVICE

"REILY" Photographer
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CALENDAR FOR COMING WEEK
THURSDAY. JANUARY 9
11:00 a. m. Beginning of series of lectures by Dr. John Martin at the Congregational Church.

Quarterly Bulletin is Written
by Professor Hanna

5:30 p.m.

FRIDAY, JANUARY 10
Organ Vespers in Knowles Memorial
Herman Siewert, organist.

Chapel,

ROLLINS

SANDSPUR

SAFETY G K N
PLAN DISCUSSED
College Papers Support Driving Pledges

SAFETY DRIVING CAMPAIGN
The Rollins campaign for safer driving, launched last fall
by the administration of the college and the Rollins Sandspur is being continued now with the safe driving pledge
printed below. Students and members of the faculty and
staff of the college who own and drive automobiles should
fill out the blank, clip it from the Sandspur, and drop it in
the college mailbox. No envelope or address is necessary.
The administration of the college and the Rollins Sandspur
ai'e anxious to have 100 per cent cooperation from the students and faculty. It should be clipped, signed and mailed
immediately.
The safe driving pledge follows:
In the interest of accident prevention and safer conditions
on highways in cooperation with the Safety Council of th^
Rollins Sandspur, I am making the following pledge:

SUNDAY, JANUARY 12
Under the authorship of Profes9:45 a.m. Morning Meditation in Knowles Memorial ChapBy Francis S. Murphy, Bus. Mgr.,
sor Alfred J. Hanna, Rollins Colel, Dr. Burton, speaker.
Hartford (Conn.) Times
lege has just issued a quarterly
bulletin on "The Founding of RolMONDAY, JANUARY 13
Hartford, Conn.—A most interlins College," a "record of the con10:30 a.m. Dedication to Horace at the Walk of Fame.
esting development of safety work
ception, formation and establish11:00 a.m. Beginning of series of lectures by Dr. Chalmers
among college students has prement of Florida's oldest instituat the Annie Russell Theatre.
sented itself here in New England.
tion of higher education, presented
4:00 p.m. Beginning of series of lectures by Dr. Burton at
Last August The Times inauguras a report of the observance of
1. To drive at moderate speed and on my own side of the
All Saints' Parish House.
ated a Safe Driving Pledge Camthe Semicentennial Anniversary."
paign which spread like wild-fire
TUESDAY, JANUARY 14
The purpose of the publication,
2. Not to pass cars on curvesi or hills.
through Connecticut and then
10:45 a.m. Beginning of series of lectures by Dr. Pattee at
Mr. Hanna writes in the preface,
3. To stop at stop signs.
throughout the United States and
the Annie Russell Theatre.
"is, to preserve, in permanent and
4. Not to jump traflfie lights.
even to Honolulu. It was so suc5:30 p.m. Organ Vespers in Knowles Memorial Chapel, Herunified form, original source ma5. In city traffic to be particularly watchful for pedestrians
cessful that the Yale News took it
man Siewert, organist.
terials relating to the founding of
stepping into the line of traffic from parked cars.
up for the undergraduate body at
Rollins." The period under sur6. Always to give hand signals showing my intention of
Yale. The Harvard Crimson has
WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 15
vey extends from January 29,
turning to the left, to the right, or stopping, and not
taken
it
on
and
they
have
request2:15 p.m. Matinee performance of Hedgerow Players of
1885, through November 4, 1885.
to leave the curb from a parked position without giving
ed 2,000 pledges to be used among
"The Physician in Spite of Himself" by Moliere.
All the important, available, relea signal.
the students and we have gladly
8:15
p.m.
Evening
performance
of
Hedgerow
Players
of
vant facts pertaining to the found7.
To be fair to other drivers in all respects and to refrain
supplied
them,
eliminating
our
"The Emperor Jones" by Eugene O'Neill.
ing of Rollins have been included.
from reckless driving.
name entirely from the pledge.
Although some facts covering the
Signed
The Dartmouth Daily is taking it
subsequent history of
Rollins
on for that college, and they have
have been added, it should be
asked for 3,000 pledges which we
pointed out that this publication
have supplied without cost for use
is not, in any sense, a history of
among the students, together with
cars in our own plant. ceived with so much enthusiasm
Rollins. It is a history of the
the stickers. Wesleyan, Middle- It was also our thought to super- that we decided to run the pledge
founding and does not extend betown, Conn., is also taking part vise the driving of our employees in the paper, offering to print
yond that period.
in the campaign. I am sure through our own Safety Council pidges over the name of other conThe first part of the bulletin is
The executive committee of the that many other colleges through- which has been in operation for cerns for those who would use
Secretary of State and Mrs. Cortaken up with a description of the dell Hull spent their vacation in Florida Audubon society met Sat- out the East will also undertake four years and which has been them with their employees. The
movement to found a college in Winter Park during the Christmas urday at Rollins College to plan the program.
most successful in reducing lost response to this suggestion was
Florida by the General Congrega- holidays. They stayed at the the activities of the group for the
During the first two days the time accidents. The plan was re- tremendous.
tional Association, the history of Seminole Hotel while they were in coming year. The president, R. J.
campaign was underway, the Yale
the locating of the college, and town.
Longstreet, was in charge of the
News signed up 958 students and
the incorporation of the college.
This was Secretary Hull's sec- meeting.
the faculty is giving it 100 per
The latter part of the bulletin de- ond visit to Winter Park. Last
It was announced that the ancent support. Dean Mendell heartscribes the semicentennial pro- February he spent some time here nual meeting of the society would
ily approves of the campaign and
grams which began in January during Rollins College's Founders' be held March 7 at Rollins. Among
President Angell was the first one
and ended in November of the Week program. He was one of the members attending the meet9 Washington Arcade
to sign a pledge.
past year.
the speakers on the "Animated ing of the committee were Mr. and
Orlando, Fla.
Phone 3522
The Pledge Campaign was a
An interesting chapter tells of Magazine," held each year in Feb- Mrs. R. J. Longstreet of Daytona
Beach; W. L. Barnett, Mt. Dora; plan of the writer to contribute
the opening of Rollins fifty years ruary on the college campus.
something
definite
in
the
way
of
ago and includes a list of the
Rollins conferred a degree of Mrs. W. F. Blackman, Prof. A. J.
securing better driving from the
charter faculty, the charter stu- doctor of laws upon Secretary Hanna, and Mrs. Mary Hazen Ardents, and the individual expenses Hull last February at the college nold, Winter Park.
for each student. Board, room and convocation. He left Winter Park
tuition cost only $164.00 then, late last week to arrive in WashAveraging a full point higher in
compared to the general fee of ington in time for the opening of their grades than their non-work$1,350.00 in effect now. Biograph- the second session of the 74th ing fellows are students receiving
ical sketches of the members of Congress.
NYA assistance.
the charter faculty and of memDRUG STORE
bers of the charter board of trusSoda--Sand wiches
tees constitute another interesting
FOR THE BEST IN FOOD STUFFS
Cosmetics
portion of the bulletin. Included
110 E. Park Ave.
Telephone 107
also is a list of the more than
150 delegates who irepresented colleges and universities at the semicentennial observance on November 4 last.

Secretary and Mrs.
Audubon Society
Hull Vacation Here
Of Florida Plans
For Xmas Holidays
For Coming Year
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Service
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STUDENTS
Let Us Handle Your
Luggage
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MARKETESSEN

In case of war, British submarines will carry tomato plants to
detect noxious gases. The tomato
plant is about 200 times as sensitive as the human nose; from 60
to 100 times as sensitive as the
canary; and fully 50 times as
sensitive as the best chemical
test. In the presence of poisonous
gas, the leaves of the plant droop.
Polytechnic Reporter.

Orange Laundry & Acme-Colonial
Cleaners
Wish you a Merry Christn

and a Happy New Year.

Winter Park, Phone 413

Orlando, Phone 7690-7313

T. G. LEE, DAIRY
Grade A Raw Milk and Cream—Quality Products

SANITARY
MEAT MARKET
Quality -:- Service

Our Cows Are Milked in a Parlor
WE SERVE ROLLINS

Phone 7300, Orlando

L i m E DUTCH MILL

Season's Greetings — The New
Year brings in beautiful new
spring modes in

BIG NEWS
EVENTS ARE TAKING PLACE AT ROLLINS
THIS WINTER

MABEL WICHTS
GOWN SH01>
JefTerson Court Bldg.
136 N. Orange Ave., Orlando

You Will Find Complete and Accurate Coverage of these Events
We Solicit Your Patronage
BEST SANDWICHES IN FLORIDA

Each Week in the Rollins Sandspur

Arnold's Restaurant
G(K)D I'L.^CE TO E.\T
Special Plate Lunch 35c; Sizzling steaks and sea food at all
times. Sunday Turkey Dinners
.'iO.
342 E. I'ark Ave.. Winter Park

It Pays to Look Your Best

EDA'S
BEAUTY SHOP
146 E. Park Ave.

Phone 66

ALL THE COLLEGE NEWS IN CONCISE FORM
A New Star Team . . .
A New Screen Thrill
Bette Davis and
Fi-anchot Tone—
who
have won instant
fame—now bring
a new and startling screen thrill.

FOR MORE

"well-rounded yet many-sided"

Subscription—$2.00 for the rest of the college year.
Advertising Rates Upon Request

The Rollins Sandspur

FOOD VALUE

WINTER PARK, FLORIDA

Use

BELL BREAD
SERVING THE
COLLEGE COMMONS

THURSDAY AND FRIDAY

BABY GRAND

will

Social
Meet

An announcement has been
made that there will be two
chapel committee meetings this
week. The Chapel Staff will
meet this afternoon at 5:30 in
the choir room of the chapel.
The Chapel Social Service
committee will meet tomorrow
afternoon at 5:30. All members
of these two committees are
urged to attend the meetings,
as plans for the work of the
winter term will he discussed.

BUICK
PONTIAC
USED CARS
Convenient Terms Arranged
COMPLETE
SERVICE DEPARTMENT
WE SOLICIT YOUR
BUSINESS

Orange Buick
Pontiac Co.

CHARLES WRIGHT
Hair Dresser

FAVOR'S 25c TAXI SERVICE

and

Fred M. Floyd
345 E. Park Ave.
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T is the duty of every
Rollins student to patronize our advertisers. Our
advertisers make possible
your paper.
American Laundry
Al Huppel
Andy's Garage
Arnold's Restaurant
Auto Safety Clinic
Baggett's Service (Standard Oil)
Baker's Men's Shop
Bell Bread
Bennett Electric Shop
Bledsoe's Garage
Carmel Crisp
Caruther's Florist Shop
Charles Wright (Hairdresser)
Chesterfield (Cigarettes)
College Garage
Colonial Drug Store
Cone, H. C. General Contractor
Davis Office Supply
Dickson-Ives (Department
Store)
Duke University
Eda's Beauty Shop
Florida Motor Lines
Fountain Pen Shop
Frances Slater (Dress
Shop)
Gary's Drug Store
Grover Morgan (Jeweler)
Johnson's Jewelry Store
Keene & Keene (Optometrist)
Lander's Drug Store
Latch String (tea room)
Leedy's (Department
Store)
Lee's Dairy
Little Dutch Mill (Barbecue)
Louise Nut & Candy Shop
Louis' (Dress Shop)
Lucy Little (Flower Shop)
Mabel Wicht (Dress Shop)
Magic Novelty Shop
Music Shoppe Inc
O'Neal Branch
Orange Buick Sales
Orange Colonial Hotel
Orange Laundry
Orlando Steam Laundry
Otis Mote (Men's Shop)
Perrydell (Tea Room)
Pete the Tailor
Pruyn (Jewelry Store
Radio Service Co. (Auto
Radios)
Reily (Photographer)
Remington-Rand (Office
Supplies)
Ritz Beauty Salon
Rollins Press
Salon Vyrle
Sanitary Meat Market
Shaw, Roy (Used Cars)
Shell Station
Southern Dairies (Ice
Cream)
Sparks' Theatres
Steve's Garage
Thames (Marketessen)
Winter Park Insurance
Agency
Yowell-Drew (Department
Store)

THE

Snlltna ^anbapur
Published Weekly by Undergraduate
of Rollins.
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Students

THE FOLLOWING

EDITORIAL.

Unassuming yet mighty, sharf and fointed, wellrounded yet many sided, assiduously tenacious, yet
as gritty and energetic as its name imflies, victorious in single combat and therejore without a
feer, wonderfully attractive and extensive in circulation : all these will be jound ufon investigation
to be mnong the extraordinary qualities oj the
SANDSPUR.
1935
Member
1936
Plssocided GoUeftiole Press
Distributor of

Cblle6iate Di6est
Member: Winter Park Chamber of Commerce;
Florida Intercollegiate Press Association.

that have substituted voluntary training for
the required course. In these places though
the number of students taking military
training has declined to a slight extent,
there is much more goodwill and cooperation
on the part of those who do take it than
there ever used to be.

ROLLINS
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SANDSPUR

WHICH ROAD WILL HE TAKE THIS YEAR?

THIS

|

Collegiate
WORLD

The original bill, passed in 1916, was approved by Congress at a time when all
Europe was at war. Less than a year later
the United States entered the conflict.
There may have been arguments for stronger defenses then, but these pleas are of little account now. The Senator or Representative who votes for the Nye-Kvale amendment votes for as patriotic an act as has
come before Congress in many a session.
Passage of the bill will take the United
States just one step farther from the military dictatorship that has no place in this
country.

(By Associated Collegiate Press)
When we get around to it, we
are going to it, we are going to
insert in this weekly column a department devoted to Bright Sayings of Faculty Children.
The impulse for this sudden inspiration comes from the story of
the little boy and girl offspring
of a radical sociology instructor in
one of our universities.
Little Bob and Marie were precocious youngsters who liked to
listen to mamma and papa discuss
world problems over the breakfast
coffee. Time came when they attended their first Sunday school
class, and on that occasion the
teacher began to speak of the
great events in Genesis.
She told them about Adam and
Eve and the serpent and his apple.
"That is how sin and evil entered
the world," she concluded. This
statement roused Bobbie and Marie from their reverie.
"No," they both said vehemently. "Poppa says it was Capital-

"Reds" on the Campus

Publication Office: Fairbanks Avenue
at Interlachen

Not satisfied with the unnecessary and
completely absurd trouble he has caused in
T E L E P H O N E 187
singling out "red" professors on American
campuses, William R. Hearst has now startNational Adevrtising Representative:
ed in on the students, today's issue of The
NATIONAL, ADVERTISING SERVICE, IXC.
420 Madison Avenue, New York City
Nation reveals. Two groups, the National
Student League and tha Student League for
Industrial
Democracy, met in Columbus,
Subscription Price: By mail anywhere in the
United States $1.50 a term (12 weeks), $2.50 for Ohio, last month and joined forces to betwo terms, or $3.00 for the full college year.
come the American Student Union. The
constitution and complete reports of the
vember 24, 1925, convention were published in Hearst newspapers.

rf you have any doubt that football is big business now let us
quote some statements made by
the ticket director at Ohio State
The "radicalism" and the "un-AmericanEDITORIAL STAFF
University.
Editor
REGINALD T. CLOUGH ism" of the group was decried, of course,
A staff of 2,500 workers is required at a cost of about $1,900 to
Associate Editor
JEAN PARKER and editorial writers thanked Heaven that
a big football game at that
Managing Editor
ROBERT VAN BEYNUM there is a Hearst Ptess to save the country
university each Saturday. SpecifNews Editor
MARLEN ELDREDGE for the patriots. There have been members
lly: 1,200 ushers, 300 gate men,
Sports Editor
ARTHUR DEAR, JR. of the National Student League on this cam300 portal men, 150 special ushFeature Editor
RICHARD H. LEE pus, but as far as we know, they never de100 policement, 600 "trouble
Sociely Editor
LEAH JEANNE BARTLETT stroyed the local city government nor did
shooters" who take care of drunks,
Exchange Editor
BETTY TREVOR they turn the community into a hot-bed of
etc., and 10 ground keepers.
ASSISTANTS
revolutionists.
Then he adds 250 concession
Paul Twachtman, Malcolm Whitelaw, Jane Sensenbrenner, Seymour Ballard, Mary Flaherty, Betty
booth employees and 200 program
One wonders why citizens of this nation
Davis, Virginia Jaekel, Jane Thayer, Betty Butzel.
sellers, 125 members of the two
Mary Gulnac, Ann Clarke.
have not grown "wise" to the pranks and
teams, 200 band members and the
stunts of the Hearst newspapers. College
officials, managers, cheerleaders,
Emily Showalter, Carl Howland, James Holden. Grace professors and students are not kindergar"What kinda guy is your room- and visiting politicians to get a
Hiteshaw, Louise MacPherson, Edith Stephan, Barbara ten children as Mr. Hearst would have his
By STEVEN H. BAMBERGER
Conner, L.aura Lou Lincoln, Henry Stryker, Socrates
mate?"
grand total of enough men to colChakales, Marjorie White, Jack MacGaffin, IsabeUe readers believe. There are college under"Well,
last
night
he
barked
his
Rogers, John Bullock, Helene Keywun, Jeff Liberman,
ize Ethiopia.
Dear Reader:-due to a singular set of abnormal circumstances,
Perry Oldham, Paul Boring', Natalie Harris, Peggy graduates who oppose war, it is true, but
shins on a chair, and said, "Oh,
Whitely, Molly Mergentine, Nan Poeller, Frances
wholly beyond my control, I must crave your kind indulgence for
Hyer, Jane Smith, Florence Kelley.
Speaking of our national authere is no move on hand among these
the pervessity of inanimate obthis unworthy column. Not only did my scouts in Chicago, Cleveland,
mn
pastime, we cannot refrain
jects."
groups to undermine the government. From and Detroit fail to report in any coherent manner, but my own
BUSINESS STAFF
Dm telling about the new gastroall appearances the country's foremost dem- sleuthing was seriously impaired when, upon arriving in New York,
mic rule now in force in one of
Business Manager
BONAR COLLINSON agogue, Mr. Hearst, is doing his best to my own dog bit me in the leg. However, despite these seemingly
A student a t the University of
Advertising Commissioner .... WILLIAM WHALEN plunge the nation into another war. Any unsurmountable difficulties, I have managed to eke a few choice Texas after several hours of ar- the Big Ten schools. There the
Assistant
RICHARD ALTER person or group that tries to impede this tittle-tattles out of the vacation activities.
gument about resolutions at a trustees passed a resolution forCirculation Manager
ROBERT STANLEY movement is apt to be labelled a "red".
peace meeting went to the bank bidding city clubs and organizaThis first incident clearly illus-*
to cash a check. He was asked tions from throwing their customQuite obviously the "reds" on the campus trates the perils and hazards en- | form, fn fact he swore to me
to
endorse it. On the back of the ary large number of banquets for
Unsigned editorials in these columns
have no other charge against them than countered by the hick in a big city. I that it had stopped snowing al- check he wrote, "I heartily endorse the "team after football season. The
I believe it was the evening of the | together and that he was willing
the ofinion oj the fublication; any other articles that they prefer peace to war.
this check." From the Vanderbilt boys were being kept from their
to
give
me
his
overcoat,
his
vest,
twenty-third
when
I
was
running
are indicative only oj the sentiments oj the authors.
studying, the trustees decided.
up Broadway, trying to dodge a and anything else that he had Hustler.
They will be frinted unsigned, but to be accefted,
Some enterprising young men of
little blizzard named Herman and that might serve to make me
the identity oj the writer must be known to the
Bum: "Say, buddy, could you journalism made a checkup after
remembering the warm zephyrs warmer, inasmuch as he was so
football
was over. They found that
editor.
; me have a dime for a cup of
As Congress enters its present session, and delightful palms of Florida, hot he could hardly stand up. I
out of the regular gridiron squad
the people of the United States look to vhen my eye was attracted by a graciously declined his kind offer
released from that sport, eight had
Wise
Guy:
"A
dime?
I
thought
however,
but
timidly
asked
him
if
Washington for trouble. A battle is expect- trange sight. Coming up the avegone out for basketball immediatI might take some ginger ale coffee was only a nickle."
ed over the cash payment of the soldier's lue, hatless, with hair blowing in with him on his next stop. He
Bum: "I know, but I gotta date." ely, four for hockey and six or
he icy wind, overcoat open, and
bonus and the old-age pension plan. Neither
eight others had organized their
—Cornell
Widow
agreed.
bloodshot eyes, staring in all diown cage team to travel about the
of these measures is new in Washington. rections at once, was one of the
We finally staggered upon the
state.
Bonus leaders have been bothering the gov- prides of Rollins College. He im- car a few hours later down by the
like the one of which I am painFolks—^those lads are in college
ernment since 1920. The old-age pension
Aquarium.
I
had
found
the
gindiately accepted me as a matfully aware, and if this column to play!
seekers have had plans for many years, but
• of course and, romping up to ger ale both stimulating and will ever end ?
Of the more important bills scheduled for just recently have they become a national
in his usual guileless fashion, tasteful, and it was in a rather
Public Health item:
In closing, let me wish everythe coming session of the 74th Congress is menace.
asked me where his car was. numb state that we finally drove one with, as Alexander Wollcott
Doctors in the student health
an amendment which will be introduced by
The last thing that I can
Whereupon I replied with my cusat the University of Kanwould have put it, a very few exSenator Nye of North Dakota and RepreOne point which President Roosevelt fail- tomary wit and good
nber
the
sense,
have just issued a warning to
sentative Kvale of Minnesota. The act ed to mention in his speech last week con- "Probably where you left it, Ben." gurgle of Ben's infectious laughter ceptions, a most successful and
prosperous New Year with lots of young ladies to look for grippe
would repeal a bill approved June 3, 1916, cerns the bonus and the pension plan. The
smiled, the simplicity of the as we playfully smashed into a health and easy courses. Are yuh germs in their fur neck pieces and
requiring compulsory military training for economic danger is over, we are told. Why, statement evidently having pen- parked car on the way home.
fur muffs.
bleedin', huh?
It is interesting to note that on
students in state-supported colleges and uni- then, are people today seeking government etrated, and with eyes welled up
versity. The repeal of the present law funds more than they ever have, even dur- with tears, he took my hand this same evening "String Bean"
Jack
Barrington
was
also
affected
gratefully
in
his
and
practically
would affect the 118 civil schools and col- ing the darkest depression days? Much of
by the cold in very much the
leges which now compel students to take the blame for the rise in importance of promised me a salesman's job
same manner as Mr. Rowe and
the Harlem store. However,
courses in war tactics.
these movements can be laid at the hands of
tentment was short-lived when myself. With the courage of a
the
administration.
The
new
deal,
regardBoth Senator Nye and Representative
it finally dawned on him that he weight lifter and the aspirations
Kvale have been bitterly criticized for their less of its good acts, has made a grab-bag had forgotten where he had left of a Rockefeller, Jack entered the
In the Rollins
Sandspur
steps to insure neutrality.
Their critics, out of Washington. The soldiers' bonus was it. " What'll we do now ?" he Dusenberg establishment and hii
the noisy and patriotic political demagogues, vetoed because inflation would result from howled plaintively. Even I was coughed his desire to purchase tV
have classed them as "un-American" and the cash payment of $2,000,000,000. And stumped for a few minutes by this six thousand dollar model on dii Seven Years Ago.
News from Eollins Hall: Here
radical. It is true that these Congressmen yet during the same session of Congress perplexing query until, pulling play. The salesman, realizing that
In the coming year we propose we are, the scum of the North,
are not noisy in their patriotism. It is true two and one half times that amount was myself together and remembering the cold weather had affected the the following policy for the Sand- the dregs of the decadent South,
customer
in
more
ways
than
one.
poured
out
on
a
work
relief
program.
Natthe
Harlem
offer,
I
made
the
secspur:
to
so
fully
appreciate
a
prid
the flostam of the East and the
also that they do not believe in compulsory
military training in the colleges. But this urally the soldiers can't understand why ond memorable suggestion of the tried hard to discourage our West in Rollins' youthful eminence that jetsam of the West. We are havopinion is held by many good people all over five billion doesn't mean inflation when they evening, of which, if I do say so Side smoothy, but all to no avail. we catch and reflect its progres- ing open house soon—come and
Finally,
in
desperation,
he
told
myself,
I
am
very
proud.
"Let's
sive character.
are told that two billion would bring disstare at us, but leave your jewelry
the country.
look for it, Ben!" I said eagerly, Jack that if he really wanted the
Sure, there's a Santa Claus. Rol- at home.
aster.
Compulsory military training has caused
with determination
written all car he'd have to put down a de- lins got some nice new Profs for Two Years Ago.
trouble in more than a few institutions.
over my ruddy, chapped face! And posit. Whereupon Mr. Barrington Christmas. Or maybe they are
The winter term is the one
The whole bonus program has been push- so the search for Ben's car in that in disgust slapped down twentyPressure is being brought right now upon
just Golden Personalities from Dr. most conducive to steadfast enfive dollars on the desk and stalk- Holt's private mine.
the University of Texas to establish com- ed in the past by the strongest lobbyists unforgettable blizzard of '35.
deavor, as the cool days of this
the
American
Legion,
that
so-called
noned
out
haughtily.
Who
is
this
pulsory courses in "war," and students are
Things we never see: All stu- season are likely to interfere with
Side by side we tramped up and
rebelling against the strong-armed methods political organization, could obtain. The down the deserted streets of mid- student on campus who at this late dents on time. A lone student the casual extraneous activities
of the administrators. Of course, argu- same lobbyists will push Congress this ses- manhattan. Looking hither, look- date is bemoaning the loss of a looking at the moon. Dean An- that can so easily usurp our leission
for
a
cash
payment.
And
honest
Conconsiderable
amount
of
money
and
derson without a smile.
ure. There is no one who cannot
ments are raised that students not desiring
ing thither, when, as we afterbenefit by a sincere consideration
to participate in these courses should not gressmen will vote for the measure. It is wards learned, we should have is also in constant fear of a Six Years Ago.
breach of promise suit?
of his potentialities and a detergo to the institutions requiring them. But too near election time to hope that the bon- been looking yon. One thing,
In this "wandering wonderings"
The outcome of the last student mination to use those capacities
there are young men in every state, who, us will be vetoed again. Political observers however, that I have been unable
section, we would like to know . . .
while they object to the training, are forced all over the country agree that the Ameri- to figure out to this day was Ben's if Molly Mergentine served egg- assembly was a vote to abolish to the utmost.
attitude
toward
the
dodging
of
chapel as a routine exercise.
When this old institution opento take it because they cannot afford to at- can Legion is due to win this year.
snowflakes. Whenever he would nog at her cocktail party for the Should the Chapel Committee find ed its portals again after vacation,
tend private institutions. Simply because
reason that beer is now be- anyone who can really contribute most of its inmates returned to
But some time steps will have to be taken pass what seemed to be a restauthey are students at state-supported instiing
put
in
cans—to
fool
the
kidrant,
with
a
long
wooden
counter
to the culture, contact or informa- Sunny Florida and from their verto stop this national grabbing. If present
tutions, they should not be compelled to take
. . if, granted that cream tion of the student body, notices bal dissertations about the weathconditions continue, all the organizations in clearly visible from without, he
courses in military affairs.
e expensive than milk be- are to be posted on the Carnegie er "back home", there was little
the country will move their headquarters to would excuse himself for a minute, leave me waiting outside the
t is harder for the cow to and Beanery bulletin boards.
doubt of their eagerness to start
War department officials admit that the Washington and there exist on federal
and go in to take a small sit on the small bottles, whipped
The members of the Tomokan
courses are useless in providing national de- funds. Certainly another expensive relief glass of "gingerale" which he ase new year off right.
cream is the most expensive due to
fense forces. In 1924 the Secretary of War program or greater devaluation of the dollar sured me was invaluable to a man the fact that the beast takes such staff are putting in long hours
With ever the urge to perfect
preparing the book for publica- Rollins moving us forward we
wrote that "so far as the War Department will not help to change matters. The tide of his nature
a beating . . . if many of you re- tion; they cannot, however, put out
is concerned, it is optional with the author- of government spending, so warmly criti- flakes.
member Katrina Knowlton '35, a good one without the coopera- suggest some New Year resoluities of the school, college, or university cized by the New Dealers in 1932, must
who wishes to be remembered to tion of the students in one re- tions for the faculty. While the
golden personalities as a whole fit
After about the twentieth stop you all whether she knows you or
whether military training shall be an elec- come to a stop. The worst phase of the
spect—the photographic work. It
tive or a compulsory course in the curricu- whole business is that those who are doing at one of these places, he told me not . . . if the train trips were ex- is only a part of true Rollins spir- in rather well with Spanish Mediarchitecture, several
in
rather
confidential
tones,
which
lum." Another point in favor of repealing the spending will not pay the bills. The
citing because nobody seems to it that everyone have his picture terranean
people have felt that such resoluI could hardly make out, that he recall the least thing about them
the act lies in the experience of institutions bills must be paid by the next generation.
order to make the book tions would be of some help in the
was dodging snowflakes in fine . . . if all the report cards were taken
successful
campus beautification program.
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VERSIFIED VIEWPOINTS

IS CELEBRATED
^January 13 at 10:30 a. m. Is
h
Designated Time
i* A celebration in honor of the
^2 000th anniversary of Horace's
f'birth, will be held Monday, January 13, as 10:30 a. m. around
t rtjg Horace stone in the Walk of
^- Fame.
? Horace was born in 65 B. C. and
il ji,is date is being celebrated in
jnany colleges
throughout the
!• country.
} A wreath will be laid on the
i stone in his honor. Dr. G. M.
; •ffhicher, Professor Emeritus of
. Latin at Hunter College, New
I York, will read poetry on Horace
! written by himself. Dr. Whicher
js a distinguished poet, a noted
authority on archaeology and an
entertaining lecturer.
Following his talk, a quartet
composed of President Holt, Professor Dougherty, Professor Honand Professor MacLaren, will
ling "Integer Vitae", an ode writm by Horace.
The entire celebration will occupy fifteen or twenty minutes.

Candidates for R Book
' Mast File
Applications
An announcement h a s been
nade by the Publications Union of
the college that the offices of editor and business manager of the
S. Book, freshman publication, are
low open to applicants.
Students wishing to apply for
these two positions should write
ut an application and send it to
[r. E. T. Brown, secretary of the
ublications Union. The applicaon should contain full informa;ion about the candidate, his ex)erience, campus positions, and
nterest in the "R" Book.
The applications will be read
)efore the Publications Union at
I meeting later in the month. The
iditor and business managers of
he "R" Book will be elected a t
hat time. Applications must be
lied with Mr. Brown by January
.2, 1936.

ISOCIALmCM LIGHTS!

By RICHARD H. LEE
Some people, on their way home for vacation, ride •
Others go day coach, and still others are club car creepers.
ihe last are called creepers, because after spending a night
m a club car they find it hard to walk as normal persons
In fact, some of them can hardly talk.
Seeing how you react when under the influence of relaxation
It s what makes going home the most fun of vacation.
those who stay in the sleeper and really sleep endure the
trip as they would an unavoidable beating.
They are rather like a Democratic politician forced to be
present at a Republican meeting.
Their few waking hours are spent playing bridge, or drinking
a soft drink,
Or making remarks about the happy creepers who don't give
a damn what they think.
Of
the day
is known
Except
that coach
he is rider,
either little
a Spartan
L poor persf ivhose
bankroll was long ago blown.
Of these three types of traingoers
Only the sleeper has no hangovers.
The club car and the day coach r
both
n-ably
unhappy when they reach their destination,
One from lack of sleep, the other from too much libation.
Thus the sleeper proves himself the strongest man of all,
As he sternly steers his life down the middle and watches
the others fall.
Now I myself have always been impartial.
Doing all things timidly, and trying to keep out of all situations too farcial.
Yes, I am decidedly neutral I fear,
And all that I' will impartially and neutrally say is that there
are three things the sleeper type of person can never do
on a train, and one is, have a good time, thc other is
smg loudly, and the other is enjoy talking about it for
the next year.

SIUOENIS SENT
TO

Dr. Martin to Give
Series of Lectures
on Foreign Affairs

RoUins Alumni Are
Wed at S t Luke's
On New Year's Eve

Baumann Wed
''Left-Behinds'* Have Social Miss
In North Carolina
Life of Parties, Tea Dances To Mr. John Latta

Miss Jeanne Durant Carter and
Mr. William Clifford Ford Jr.,
were married on New Year's eve
at St. Luke's Cathedral in Orlando. The Very Rev. Melville E,
Johnson, dean of the cathedral,
performed the ceremony.
The bride had no attendants. Mr.
Ford had as best man Merton Aus-

By Leah Jeanne Bartlett
After eighteen days of hectic
homecoming (popularly known as
a vacation), we return to the stern
summons of our worthy Editor.
We are very much aware of the
multitude of social events which
has caught each of us in the
Christmas whirl—but as to the
Mrs. Ford is the daughter of things one can tell about such afMr. and Mrs. J. R. Carter, of Or- fairs—we haven't heard them.
The "left-behinds" seem to have
lando. She is a graduate of the
Orlando high school and Rollins done very well for themselves and
College and took post graduate several parties were given. Pres.
work at the University of Paris Holt entertained at his home
For the past three years she has Christmas Eve for all the students.
been a member of the faculty of Mary Acher is reported to have
given a very nice party and Breezthe Orlando schools.
Mr. Ford is the son of Mr. and ie Robinson did her entertaining
Mrs. W. C. Ford of Orlando. He New Year's Day with a swank tea
is a graduate of Orlando high dance at the Alabama Supper Club
school, attended Rollins College (fancy, our feeling sorry for those
and the Electrical School of Chi- left behind). John Homan threw
cago. He operates the Radio Ser- an enjoyable party, which all enjoyed. A rumor is about that the
vice Company in Orlando.'
K. A. boys had their own Christmas tree and everything.
The students aren't the only
ones who like their holidays it
seems, for all but five of the house
As guests of Dean Sprague over mothers packed up their bags and
the Christmas holidays were Mir- made off for the vacation. Miss
iam and Duke Wellington, '33 and Buehl and Mrs. Stem went to Palm
Beach, Mrs. Coe to Augusta, Ga.,
'34.
Mr. Wellington is Dean of Men Mrs. Lester to Atlanta, Mrs. White
in Muskingum College, New Con- to Miami, Mrs. Sellars to Leescord, Ohio. While in Rollins he burg, Miss Apperson to Dunedin,
was a member of Phi Delta Theta, and Mrs. Alexander made a long
0. D. K., 0. 0. 0 . O., and other journey all the way over to Orhonorary groups. Mrs. Welling- lando to visit her sister, Mrs.
ton is a Pi Beta Phi and acted as Cheney.
Mr. and Mrs. O. S. Bandy, '28
secretary to the Dean of Women
and '28, of Atlanta, were visitors
following her graduation.
in Winter Park over the holidays.
Mr. Bandy is 'head of the Spanish
department of Tech High in At-

Wellington's Visit
Here During Recess

Georgetown College visited the
Of interest here is the wedding
college during the vacation.
of Miss Peggy Baumann, younger
John Hall, '35, is in Winter Park daughter of Mr. and Mrs, Carl A,
Baumann, to Mr. Worth Latta,
on a business trip.
Dot Smith is fortunate in having son of Mr. and Mrs. John Latta of
her mother, Mrs. Edwards, and her Orlando, which took place recentsmall son, Donnie Smith, return ly at the ranch home of Mr. and
to school with her. They expect Mrs. Baumann in Fletcher, N. C.
The bride was attended by her
to spend several weeks in Winter
sister, Jane Baumann and the
Park.
groom had as his best man Mr.
In a moment of desperation we
Charles Hughes of Great Neck,
called up the Dean's secretary hopLong Island.
ing to find many things registerFollowing the ceremony supper
ed on the calendar—but to our
was served and immediately afhorror we found that the only
ter Mr. Latta and his bride left
thing—with no exception—was a
for Orlando. They will be at home
party scheduled by our own sororat 1126 Dixie Avenue.
ity—and now again we'll hear
The bride was graduated from
about tooting out our own horn—
high school in Winter Park, and
however "He who tooteth not his
then attended Rollins College. She
own horn, getteth not his own
is a member of Kappa Kappa
horn tooted—SO—
Gamma sorority.
It seem that the Phi Mu pledges
Mr. Latta received his educaare giving a formal afternoon tea
tion in the Orlando schools. He
dance on Saturday, January 11
is associated- with the Orlando offrom four to six. The dance is
fice of Thompson and McKinnon,
given for the actives and bids fair
members of the New York stock
to be very enjoyable.
exchange.
Next week we will be deep in
the winter term and your reporter's worry will then be to cover
everything rather than to try and
find something to cover. Until

Miss Eva Thompson
Returns for Recess

Eva Thompson was a visitor
Among the activities planned in
Government is not reason, it is here for the Christmas holidays.
connection with the Adult Educanot eloquence—it is force. Like Miss Thompson, whose picture aption program for the winter term
fire it is a dangerous servant and peared in Time recently with that
Delegation Goes to Indianap- at Rollins is the course given by
a fearful master; never for a mo- of U. S. District Judge William
olis for Meeting
Dr. John Martin on International
ment should it be left to irrespon- Caldwell Coleman, was a member
Relations.
sible action.—George Washington. of the class of '26.
One of the few national conThe series of ten lectures will
ventions to which Rollins sends a be given in the Congregational
delegation, the Convention of the Church, Thursdays at 11 a. m.
Student Volij^nteer Movement was While there will be no charge for
held in Indianapolis from Decem- the course, a collection will be
ber 28 to January 1.
made at each lecture for the beneJane Fulson Barrie, '32, and her
The Rollins group consisted of fit of the College Scholarship
B. G. Fishback, '35, spent the husband visited in Winter Park reBarbara Bennett, Marion Gal- Fund with preference for rnter- holidays with her family in Or- cently.
braith, G r a c e Terry,
Wilda national Scholarships, except on lando.
She is attending art
Professor Ray Miller, 34, of
Schmitt and Professor
Trow- February 6 and March 5, when chool in Cincinnati. While at
bridge. The trip was made with the collection will be for the bene- Rollins she was a member of Kaprepresentatives of the Florida fit of the Winter Park Social Wel- pa Kappa Gamma and was awardState College for Women, the Uni- fare Fund and the Hungerford
the Sullivan Medallion at her
versity of Florida, and Georgia School, respectively.
nt.
Wesleyan,
Running from January 9 to
Mrs. Frank Trevor, of Buffalo,
Among the prominent people at- March 12, the lectures will cover
N. Y., is to be the Alpha Phi
tending the conference, and giving the following subjects: The Leahouse chaperone, temporarily at
seminars there were:
William gue of Nations, England and the
least.
Temple, archbishop of York, Rein- Ethiopian War; The policy of the
Though the loss of Miss Patterr. and Mrs. John Eliot Holt
hold Niebuhr of the Union Theo- United States toward the War;
n will be felt by Alpha Phi, we
William L. Roney, fencing in- logical Seminary, and T. Z. Koo, The London Naval Conference; the and Hamilton Holt II of Geneva,
know
that Mrs. Trevor will ably
itructor at Rollins, will take the well known to Rollins students.
Philippines; Ireland; Mexico; Can Switzerland, were guests over the
We are equipped to serve your stationery
take her place.
Horida climate any time and like
Seminars were open to the dele- the United States go Fascist? Can holidays at the home of Dr. and The Beta Lambda chapter of
|t. That is, if it's a choice be- gates every morning. Among the the United States go Communist? Mrs. Hamilton Holt. Mr. Holt is
needs, either business, fraternal or social.
Alpha
Phi
wants
to
wish
Mrs.
ween Florida and Atlanta.
subjects for these meetings were The underlying issues of the presi- stationed abroad as the European
We have on hand a variety of samples of
Just back from Georgia, Roney Foreign Missions, The Christian dential election, the Foreign Pol- manager of International Business Trevor a hearty welcome, and
tated the ice was so thick and Fellowship and Problems of Race, icy, the Domestic Policy.
Machines. During their stay here, hopes she will like them well
personal and social stationery featuring varigh to remain longer than tem'leavy on the telephone wires, that Factors in the Christian Choice of
the young couple have been exporarily.
ious colors and shades as well as distinctive
K)les cracked under the weight, a Life Work, the Adequacy of the
tensively entertained.
["raffic was at a standstill for al- Christian Faith for Human Needs
finishes.
nost a week because of the dan- and The Church's Home Missionch in the Bacteriology departterous, icy streets, and the elec- ary Task.
ment of the Medical Center in New
ric power companies were so afAmong the alumni visiting Rol- York.
A Bach-Handel Concert by the
We can furnish your stationery with your
ected that residents were forced Convention Chorus was a feature, lins over the holidays was Dr.
0 use candles for several days.
Almost all American colleges
with international teas. Chamber Florence Stone, '19, from Newown name and address or your fraternity
have now established dancing as a
Roney, who is also instructor of Music Concerts and plays promi- York City.
seal. We can also furnish social invitations
Dr. Stone has the post of re- •egular part of their curricula.
nodern languages at the college, nent among the entertainment.
ried to interest a prospective stuRepresentatives from 43 states,
and cards, paneled or plain, and we repreand 8 Canadian provinces were
sent engraving and reliefagraf houses who
Official United Motors and Auto-Lite Service
present as delegates from 458 colleges.
can give service in these lines.

S

Miss B. G. Fishback
Visits for Holidays

Mrs. Trevor Will Be
Alpha Phi Chaperone

Roney is Advocate
of Florida Climate
After Georgia Stay

John Eliot Holts
Are Guests Here

Dr. Florence Stone
Is Visiting Alumni

^ o you have your
own ^Personal
Stationery?

If It Is a
Tailor Made

SUIT

i

The Rollins
Sandspur

is on sale at the following
Winter Park:

Rollins Press
Lander's Drug Store
Rollins Chocolate Shop
Orlando:

dent in Rollins by telephone and
lost the connection as the frozen
wires cracked. He could not reach
her house by car because the
steep, ice-covered hill was impassable.
So he came back to Florida and
wrote her a letter.

AL HUPPEL

SPECIALIZED AUTOMOTIVE SERVICE
417 W. Central Ave.
Orlando, Florida
Prompt Service Our Motto

You Are Looking
for
SEE

PETE, the TAILOR

Drop in and see our line of stationery and
let us design something different for you.

INCORPORATED
CLIP THIS AD AND BRING TO

Evans Auto Service

West Central Ave.,
ORLANDO
WE PUBLISH

W'alsreen's Drug Store

Tennis Racquets
B.v Spaulding
A new shipment ot 1936
racquets.
The "Tilden
Cannon
Ball", a new
open throat
racquet,
oeautifully
trimmed and
finished.

S.95

Underwood Sales
Agency
Very latest models in
Portable typewriters with
the "Champion" keyboard.
$49.50, $62.60. The new
NOISELESS PORTABLE
at $67.50, $77.00, including
smart carrying case. Easy
terms if desired.

O'NEAL-BRANCH
C O M P A N Y
39 East Pine St.
Orlando

The Rollins Sandspur

Garland & Colonial

The Latch String

The Flamingo

Favors and Prizes for
Parties

IS OPEN AGAIN.
Have you been over for tea?
Try their hot toa»ted date muffTns or gum di-op cookies.
718 Magnolia
Tel. 8751

Magic Novelty Shop

Keene & Keene

Make writing easy with a new
Remington Typewriter.
Easy

Optometrists and Manufacturing Opticians
"See Keene for Keen Sight"
102 N. Orange -Vve., Orlando
Phone 4967

41-43 W. Washington St.
Phone 3173
Orlando, Fla.

The Winter Park Herald
Florida Public Works

1.32 N. Orange Ave., Orlando

And all types of booklet and advertising literature,
business stationery and office forms.

Remington Rand Agency

O t h e r racquets
•rom $2.30 up.
Spaulding Tenlis Balls. 45c ea.
Genuine Keds; in
white or the new
navy blue; sweat
sock-s, v i z o r s ,
white ducks, and'
polo shirts.

R.C. BAKER,]
"at the corner, downto

STUDENTS!
A highly specialized Laundry and
Dry Cleaning Service—Don't take
chances with your clothes.

AMERICAN LAUNDRY &
CLEANING CO.
Campus Agent—BILL CARMODY—Phone 39

Everything for the Car. See
Don and Bob at the

SHELL STATION
Sport Dresses in White
and Pastel Shades

Frances Slater
San Juan Hotel Bldg.
ORLANDO

The Orange Press, Inc.
Telephone No. 1

403-405 W. Morse Blvd.
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N e w s and

Views of
By Jack

IN THE WORLD OF SPORT

MacGaffin

The financial situation of all the
Olympic winter sports teams is
serious. Most of the members are
either paying all their expenses,
or at least contributing what they
are able. It is to be hoped that
more money will be forthcoming to
insure their adequate support.
One of the youngest national
champions of all time was crowned last week in Madison Square
Garden when Robin Lee, 16 year
old protege, became National Figure Skating Champion. His amazing performance on the ice brought
him tremendous acclaim, and it is
believed that he will be able to
hold his own against the older and
more experienced opposition which
he will meet at the United States
representative to the Olympics.
Getting back to the football conference, it appears that little or
no change will be made in the
rules for the coming year. The
problem was discussed from all
angles with a view to making recommendations to the committee
which will meet at a later date to
officially consider the
present
needs. Only two changes were

SMITH, I i
I. K, I WIN ENTER
ANNUAL MEET

ADOLPH KIEFER SETS
THREE NEW MARKS
TOUBNEf TO LEAD ALL OTHERS

Three Men Plan to Play in
Five-Day Competition

Jimmy Fox, top left, Roger Cramer, ccntui, ^KU .1.;;^ . i ^ . ..ii, bottom right, who with Johnn> Marcum have figured in recent trades by
the Philadelphia Athletics with the Boston Red Sox. These four men
are the last players of the sensational teams the A's put out in '29 and
'31 which won two World's Series and three American League Pennants. Their play with the Boston club should put the Red Sox into
a leading place this summer and possibly win a pennant for Tom
Yawkey's nine.

me GRIDMEN TO
PLAY NINE GAMES

Fencing Team Tops
South Carolinians
In Vacation Match
December 18, the Tar Swordsmen "blooded their blades" for the

Five Teams Already Slated year when they met and overcame
to Face Rollins Next Fall
the South Carolina swordsmen by
The Athletic Department announces that five games have
been scheduled for the 1936 football seasan. A nine game schedule
will be played, but final arrangements for all the contests have not
been made.
The first date of October 9 is
still open, but the next week the
Miami Hurricanes who overcame
the Tars this fall will meet the
Rollins Eleven here on the sixteenth. The twenty-third is still
open. On October 30, the Wofford
College Terriers who overcame the
Tars at Leesburg this year, will
again journey south for another

a 14-3 score. The match was a
three weapon trial and the results
given promise of a successful season for the blue and gold this
Don Cetrulo, Gene Townsend,
Don Cheney, and Wesley Dennis
were the men who left Winter
Park several days before the end
of last term to invade the stronghold of the Northerners.
Cetrulo and Townsend were the
stars of the invasion. Both three
weapon men, neither of them lost
a single match in any class.
In the saber events, Townsend
and Cetrulo took two matches
each and in the epee matches they
repeated the performances, giving the Tars an 8 to 0 lead.
In foil Cetrulo and Townsend
each took three matches out of
three while Cheney went down in
three, one by a close 5-4 decision
after he had won the first touches
and appeared an easy victim.
The match scheduled with the
Georgia Tech at Atlanta had to be
cancelled at the last minute.

The next date of November 6
is open, and on November 11 the
Blue and Gold team will carry its
colors to Jackson, Tennessee, to
meet the Union University gridmen. The following week, the
Tars will go south to Tampa and
the Spartans on the Tampan's
home ground.
The date of November 26 has
not yet been filled. The last game
of the season will be against the
Stetson Hatters, a return engage- For some reason he failed to show
up, so their position is still somement being played here.
what undefended in the north. It
seems, however, to be a movement
given any consideration and these to bring such practices out in tbe
were backed by very small minor- open. If athletics are to be comities. The more important was a mercialized it is just as well that
movement to have the goal posts it be done publicly.
moved back to the goal line. However, satisfaction with the present
set up was so general that it is
The world's first "Children'^
doubtful whether such a change Library in the Open," situated in
will even be considered.
one of Madrid's beautiful public
The Southern Conference's de- parks, was established by the late
cision to award scholarships to Primo de Rivera as part of hih
eligible athletes caused consider- anti-illiteracy campaign. Out of
able comment among those pres- Spain's population of 23,000,000,
ent. Present Tigert of Florida more than 10,000,000 can neithei
was scheduled to appear before the read nor write.
coaches to explain this movement.
Polytechnic Reportei

GARY CUP POINT STANDINGS
Varsity
Football
Kappa Alpha
.95
Theta Kappa N u 35
X Club
50
Phi Delta Theta .35
Chase Hall
5
Rho Lambda N u 40
Independents
40
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Five Records Fall As Olympic Aspirants Swim Here

Sports
Now that all the post season
games are in the bag for some one,
the so called football experts of
the country are trying to determine the relative merits of various
teams which did not meet. The two
which aroused the most discussion
were Princeton and Minnesota.
Mid season discussion gave the
westerners the edge due to the
fact that the Orange and Black
was not meeting any first class opposition. At present, however, the
odds have been reversed. The
principle reason for this is to be
found in the motion pictures of
the two teams in action which
were shown at the Coaches' Asso
ciation Conference in New York,
This writer saw some of the
pictures and heard some of the
discussion which followed among
western coaches. Their opinion
seemed to be that Princeton had
everything that Minnesota had
plus a more deceptive attack.
eral coaches whose teams had
played the Gophers were inclined
to believe that the Princetonians
possessd a harder charging line.
Whether or not Princeton could
beat Minnesota is not important,
The point of interest is that again
one of the big three has produced
a team of major importance
throughout the country,
who have been saying that the
days of eastern supremacy
er will at least have to admit that
it has as good a chance as ahy
other section of the country.
There are to be two innovations
in Rollins sports this term which
should be of interest to many. The
first is Intramural crew and the
second is varsity football practice
three days a week. Both should
do much to strengthen the sport
with which they are connected.
The winter practice will save McDowall a good deal of ground work
next fall.
Last week the N.Y.U. basketball
quintet extended
its
winning
streak to sixteen games
by
swamping the Violets' arch rival,
Fordham. The Violets have defeated both Purdue and California
in the Garden to make themselves
the outstanding team in the country. The game with the Boilermakers attracted one of the largest crowds in the history of the
sport and did much to strengthen
the position of eastern basketball.
After wins over the New York
Rovers and Princeton's strong sextet, the Olympic Hockey team left
for Europe last week to play
series of exhibitions. While this
trip was primarily planned to polish up the rough spots in their
play, it is also hoped that enough
money will accrue from the games
to make the team self-supporting.
The team is made up of the best
collegiate and amateur puckmen
that the country has to offer and
their chances of victory should be

ROLLINS

For
Entrance
100
100
100
100
100
100

Games Champion- For
For Champion- Total
Won
ship
En- Place
ship
trance
50
100
50
5
37J4
437>^
20
50
20
87>^
262j^
20
50
10
230
10
50
25
220
30
50
185
20
160
40

Lenore Kight Wingard and Albert van der Weghe aU
so Win New Honors over College Course in

Entering competition with the
Try-Oats for Olympic
Team
leading players of this country
Winning Time 18:50 Slow As and nearby nations, three Rollins
Led by Adolph Kiefer, rated as the greatest backstroke swimmer
Fraternities Tie for
undergraduates, it is said, plan to
Team Honors
play in the Orlando five-day ten- of all time, eighteen national and international acquatic stars concennis tournament starting January trated their efforts in the waters of Lake Virginia here last Friday
and Sunday to smash five records and demonstrate championship
Ceding first place to the Phi 22. Bob Vogel and Hank Lauterdiving form to some three hundred swimming enthusiasts gathered
Delt star, Freling Smith, the bach, veterans of college tennis
along the college swimming course.
competition,
and
Niki
Hauser,
the
Theta Kappa Nus tied the team
The acquatic activities were*
— —
points with the Kappa Alpha run- promising Austrailian freshman
ners in the 1935 Cross Country as who has been earning himself sponsored by the Greater Orlando set by Harold Krueger in Alathe fall term sports ended at Rol- racquet fame since his arrival here Chamber of Commerce in conjunc- meda, Calif., in 1918.
Erma Kompa, one of the famed
lins on December 18. Running last September, re among those tion with golf and tennis tournaand chop their ments as a part of their sports Kompa sisters, of New York,
two seconds slower than Ralph who hope to dri
program and attracted leading as- tried twice for the 200 yard back•ss the net.
Little, last year's winner who cov- way to fame ;
Among the headliners who will pirants for berths on the Ameri- stroke record but failed in each
ered the course in 18 minutes and
smashed
48 seconds. Smith led Paul Alter, play in the competition for the can Olympic team. Four of the attempt. She recently
Theta Kappa Nu, Tommy Costello, Yowell-Drew trophy, the prize of five new records set are being five national and one world recindependent, Chick Prentiice, X the tournament, are Marcelle Rain- sent to the American Athletic ords at Coral Gables. On Friday,
sister,
Club, and Lew Wallace, K. A., ville, Canada's No. 1 Davis cup Union for recognition, the fifth swimming against her
Elizabeth, she finished the race
home as the first five crossed the star, and Ricardo Morales, No. 1 being "unofficially" timed.
man of the Cuban Davis Cup team.
The high point of the racing leading but still four seconds slowScoring 38 team points each. Grant and Hall, last year's eastern came on the final day when Adolph er than her own record of 2:40.8
Kappa Alpha and Theta Kappa clay courts kings, are also expect- Kiefer, with five watches timing set at Miami. Sunday, the sisters
synchronization, tried again with Elizabeth winNu tied for team honors, with the ed to be among the many Ameri- him in exact
knocked three seconds off of John- ning 2:44.2. The sisters are from
Phi Delts a close third with 39 can stars who will compete.
For nine years the Yowell-Drew ny Weismuller's fourteen-year-old , the Woman's Swimming Associapoints. The X Club, the only other organization entering a team, Tennis Trophy has withstood the record of 46 and 6 tenths seconds tion of New York.
Local stars came in for glory
scored 44 points for fourth honors. attack of leading racqueteers of for the 75-yard backstroke. KeifThe annual Cross Country event, the country. Singles aces such as er's time was 43.6. Swimming when Frances Ward of Winter
but 'ith
Park won the 100 yard free style
commg at the end of each fall Wilmer Allison, the present na- 'ith
teim, has attracted much interest tional champion and Davis Cup tounding speed, the Chicago high over Grace Silas of Miami and
because of the large number of player; Bryan M, (Bitsy) Grant, school youngster finished without Dolores Smith of the Women's
Gaiy Cup points attached to the Jr., national clay courts title-hold- apparent strain as he rang up the Swimming Ass'n of New York. On
e\ent, but otherwise it has met er; the past Davis Cup star, Hen- third record before his name dur- Friday the winning time was
1:10.8.
opposition due to the fact that few nessey J. Gilbert Hall, last year's ing the two days.
On Friday, Keifer broke two
men are able to train properly for eastern clay court champ, have
Miss Ward showed promise of
it and because, taking less than competed vainly for permanent records when he swam the 650 future fame by her performance.
half an hour to run off, it fur- possession of this trophy. Only yard backstroke in seven minutes Getting off to a bad start, she
Hall,
winner
in
Orlando
in
1930
18 5-10 seconds to clip" 3 7-10 sec- pulled up even with her two opnishes little enjoyment or benefit
to either participants or spectators and 1931, has two legs on the cup. onds off the time set by George ponents, took the lead at the turn
Over 500 invitations have been Kojac in New York in 1927. He and held it to the finish.
and disrupts the term-end work
was clocked on the 500 meteer
and going-home plans of the rac- sent out for the tournament.
In the 200 yard free style FriMen's singles and doubles play mark at 7:17.6, one second faster day Delores Dickinson, member of
Running for Theta Kappa Nu January 22 through the 26th will than the record written in the of the 1932 Olympic Team and
champion at the 100 and 500 yard
were Paul Alter, who finished sec- be followed by five other divisions books by Kojac, also in 1927.
Keifer swims under the aegis of and 500 meter distances, came in
ond. Rick Gillespie who come in of competition. January 30 to
sixth. Hank Lauterbach who took February 2 will see the women's the Lake Shore (Chicago) Athletic ahead of Ruth Hoerger, of the
thirteenth place, and Ken Solo- singles, mixed doubles, junior sin- Club. He is a student in the Roose- famous Miami swimmers and Rachel Harris of Winter Park with
mons who trailed in the seven- gles and junior doubles, and boys' velt high school.
tournaments played off.
Lenore Kight Wingard, national the time of 2:37.8.
teenth position.
The present defending champion and world's swimming champion,
Kappa Alpha was represented
Leonard Spence, national chamby Lew Wallace who took fifth of the trophy is Charles Harris of lowered the National A. A, U. rec- pion 22 yard breaststroke swimhonors, Wilson Scanlon finishing Palm Beach, conqueror this year ord of 9:51.8 by 13.8 seconds in the mer, outdistanced Charles Barker,
seventh. Jack Scanlon in eighth of the young tennis sensation, 700-yard free style on Friday. Tampa, in the 50 yard free style
place and Hal Brady who finished Frankie Parker, who has come to Short and stocky, Mrs. Wingard with the time of 25.2 seconds Frifame through the school-boy tour- swam the distance easily demon- day.
as number 18.
Led by the winning Smith, Phi naments of the East and last strating the stamina of champions
Among the other races on SunDelta Theta entered also Bill year upset tennis fans by his as she left the water apparently day was the 50-yard free style.
Twitchell
who finished tenth, statement that he intended to dis- untired by her performance. The Mavis Freeman won over Elsie
Dave Bothe who came in twelfth, rupt his scholastic career in fav- Pittsburgh swimmer competes in- Ferril in 29.2 seconds and also ,
or of his favorite sport.
dependently. The old record for took the 100-yard free style from
and Schatz who took sixteenth.
Jointly sanctioned by the Sou- the 700 yard distance was set by Miss Ferril in 1 minute and 8.6
Chick Prentice, taking fourth
Association Alice Novak of Fort Lauderdale in seconds, 2.1 seconds faster than
place, led the X Club runners in. thern Lawn Tennis
Bill Wicker came in eleven with and the United States Lawn Ten- 1932.
the time set Friday by Florence
Albert van der Weghe of the Ward. Both the contestants are
Danny AVinant following in four- nis Association, the latter the
teenth place and Jack MacGaffin most important tennis group in Newark A. C. finished the record from the New York Women's
right behind him in fifteenth posi- this hemisphere, the tournament smashing of Friday afternoon Swimming Ass'n.
will be played off on the courts of when he defeated Bob Kamper,
Mrs. Wingard attempted but
Charles
Barker, failed to better the 500 yard free
Running independently, Tommy the Orlando Tennis Club. Players • Orlando, and
Costello took third place and Lee from all sections of Florida will Tampa, in the 50-yard backstroke. style record. Her time was 6:54.6.
heavily represent the state and His time was 28 and 5-10 seconds,
Cross came in ninth.
A great disappointment to the
The time of the race was 4:37 stars from the country at large 2 and 3-10 seconds lower than the spectators was the inability of
p. m., December 18 and the course, will add a cosmopolitan air to the old mark of 30 and 4-5 seconds Miss Mary Hoerger to go through
tournament.
fast with weather clear, was the
her scheduled exhibition diving. In
usual run around by Lake Mizell. '
the United Press poll of sports edDrake University's definition of
itors. Miss Hoerger rates fourth,
a blind date: "It's like a bee,
behind Joe Lewis, Lawson Little,
either
you
get
stung
or
you
get
Look for the Date on the Can
and
Jessie Owens, as America's
a honey."
leading athlete. This eleven-yearBeggar: "Have you got enough
money for a cup o' coffee?"
The United States at present
Tomorrow afternoon will see the old blond amazed the sports world
Student: "Oh, I'll manage some- leads the world in scientific re- innovation at Rollins of the first last summr when she took the outhow, thank you."
search, according to Arthur H. winter football practice. With the door national springboard cham—Penn Punch Bowl. Compton, 1927 Nobel Priz.
results of the past season showing pionship from the Olympic chamthe need of more effective blocking ' P*°"' Dorothy Poynton.
and better tackling, the Tar coach- I However, Jack Ott's troupe
es will be out on Harper-Shepherd r ^^quatic entertainers from the
Pools entertained
field gathering around them all Mian liltmo
1 hour with fancy
the aspirants for next year's eleven and drill on the fundamentals and clown diving and other stunts
during Friday's events while Sunof football will commence.
A squad of approximately thirty day the Mid-Atlantic Diving chammen is expected as the entire and pion, Johnny Nichols, captain of
large freshman squad turns out the college swimming team, and
with all the varsity men of this Jimmy Bowen, Florida State High
season who are not graduating, School Champion, put on an exhiswelling the ranks. Head Coach bition of fancy diving.
The races were sponsored by
Jack McDowall, assisted by two
undergraduate coaches, Cleveland the Greater Orlando Chamber of
Mclnnis and Socrates Chakales, Commerce as a part of the athletand with the help of the Fresh- ic activities, they are carrying on.
man mentor. Will Rogers, will di- A special dock had to be constructed on the college course in order
rect the drilling.
With the innovation of winter that the records set might be officfootball drill and with the added ial, the national organizations
incentive of the Williams Trophy stipulating that the swimming
which was announced last term for courses must be fifty yards in
the best blocker on the Tar squad, length. The regular college course
a much higher and better brand measures HO yards.
of football should be demonstrable
by the end of this year.
Juarez, the border metropolis of
the Mexican state of Chihuahua,
has three whiskey distilleries, one
brewery, a bull ring, 110 saloons,
Over the Christmas holidays two and a divorce factory founded on
golf matches were scheduled for a mail divorce system.
thud of rubber-cu-hloned shoes o polislietl fl{»
the Tar linksmen. Both are are
Polytechnic Reporter.
dull impact of athletic young bodies, and the
resound again o'er the land as the 1936 basketball season swings with the Miami team the first
well under way. Here, straining anxiously for that goal are two away on February 8. The second
Doshisha University, known as
on the fourteenth is a return en- the Amherst of Japan, was foundstars of an outstanding team in the Western Conference- James
vopicka, forward, and Robert Riegel, center, of the University-of
gagement to be played here on ed by Joseph Hardy Neesima, AmIllinois, during practice session.
the Dubsdread course.
herst '70.

Winter Term Grid
Practice to Start
Tomorrow Afternoon

Whooping It Up for Victory

Will Face Miami

